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Minutes of the March 2, 2022 CSRA Meeting
SERGEANT OF ARMS:

John Jarush

SECRETARY’S REPORT

No secretary’s report due to covid.

TREASURER’S REPORT:

Accepted

DONATIONS:

The membership voted to donate $450 to Wallingford charities in memory of Mike Stevens. A
donation to the 4C’s was passed.

:
CLUB HOUSE:

For the 55th reunion, building chairman, Tom Lambert, is working a display case which will
include old photos of the clubhouse when we bought it. Don Dybick will show dvds in the
TV room. In April, the Xmas decorations will ve removed, the attic cleaned up and
organized, the tool room organized. Armand is to create a job list and Bobby will need
help organizing the trailers. Tom wants to get the clubhouse cleaned up before the dust
off on April 10th.. There will be a swap meet meeting after cars & coffee. The junk in the
trunk trademark infringement was refuted as there is no existing trademark. The annual
dust off will be held on April 10th with clean up on April 9th. Greg is chairman of our 55th
reunion and needs help to contact former members. He also would like some of the new
members to help which would allow them to work with the older members and learn
about the club’s history. The 55th reunion will be held on Father’s Day weekend, June 18th
-19th. The town of Wallingford is having a parade and would some street rods in it. Street
rodders who are in the parade will have to show proof of insurance and registration
before the parade starts.

SWAP MEET:

Chairman, Bobby Kesilewski, will hold a swap meet meeting after cars & coffee on March
20th.

EVENTS:

NSRA appreciation will be held on April 10th with a clubhouse clean up on April 9th. The
club’s Annual nostalgia night will be held on Monday, June 20th at the North Haven
Fairgrounds.

WEB SITE:

Hans Schwers has volunteered to maintain the web site.

NEW BUSINESS:

Paul Benoit spoke about the use of collector car license plate and the abuse of their use
to avoid paying higher taxes. Pete Bozzo reported the Great American Race will have a
stopover at the New England Air Museum. Jeff Barnes will research the costs of the
members to go Go Kart Racing in Wallingford.

APPAREL:

Dave Harutunian has a new, insulated vest for $50. If a member has not received the
Xmas gift, see Dave.

50/50 WINNER:

Dave Miller won both 50/50’s!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Ryan Standish – 3rd
Lisa Piesyna – 4th
Bob Kesilewski – 6th
Rich Ronzello

- 7th

Tony Miceli – 12th
Peggy Pelletier – 20th
Tom Armitage – 31st
Cars & Coffee – 20th
Model Kit Show/Swap – 27th
Clocks ahead – 13th

PREZ SEZ
Ronnie Roadster

Hi everyone, Happy Spring one and all...
Now that CSRA is open once again there's a lot of club events to look forward to. April starts
off with our Annual Dust Off and NSRA Appreciation Day taking place Sunday April 10th.
Later in the month Cars and Coffee with be held as well. The April club meeting will be the
last one prior to our Swap Meet Sunday, May 1st. Last minute Swap Meet details will be
discussed and Bobby aka: Coach, will complete the job assignments for our big event.
Last year’s Swap Meet was a soft opening giving us a good idea on what changes we need
for this year’s event. The Swap Meet this year is going to be huge! So many people are
looking forward to the new location. It looks like it is going to possibly be a record setter.
That means we will need everyone' s help to make it another outstanding event. To help
guide people into the Stadium property we will have digital signs out on the roads to help
reduce some of the confusion for our first-time visitors. Prior to the Sunday date a small
group will go to the stadium to lay out the dots needed for the vendor rows. Once a time has
been determined for doing the dots an email will be sent out so anyone able to help for a
few hours will know what's going to take place.
Our club's 55th Anniversary Reunion Celebration is taking place Father's Day weekend.
Committee Chairman Greg is looking for members interested in helping with the plans so
that this reunion will be phenomenal. The weather looks like it’s finally getting warmer! I'm
looking forward to getting the Hot Rods out of the garage for another year. This will be the
46th year Laura and I have owned our roadster. Many members are reaching similar
milestones with their rides as well. I know I feel young every time I drive the car...it's our
source of a time machine.
Ron San Giovanni
Next Sunday, March 20th, we are having the first Cars and Coffee for this year.
After the C&C there's a Swap Meet Meeting. This is an important meeting - job assignments will be
taking place. Chairman Bobby will be working on the job assignment list. It is important you let Bobby
know what you would like to do at the event.
The following Sunday - March 27th there will be a Clubhouse Clean Up, plus take decorations down,
etc. Following the clean up the first 55th reunion meeting is taking place. Reunion Chairman Greg is
holding the meeting. It will begin around 12 noon. If you signed up to help please be there! Also anyone
interested in helping with the Reunion you are welcome as well.

DEADLINE FOR NEWSLETTER MAR 25th
DATE TIME
3/20
3/20
After C&C
3/27
3/27
After Clean Up
4/9

EVENT
Cars & Coffee
Swap Meet Meeting
Clubhouse Clean Up
55th Reunion Meeting
Outdoor Clean Up

PLACE____
Clubhouse
Clubhouse
Clubhouse
Clubhouse
Clubhouse

CLUB NEWS

Paul Benoit at the next meeting is looking to see if CSRA is willing to sponsor Supreme Auto Charity
Car Show again.

Here are pictures from Christmas of the cookie given to our veterans

First picture is CSRA cookies given to Newington CT Veteran Affairs by Jerry Veronesi. Second
picture is cookies given to Rocky Hill Veterans Affairs, with Mike Duffield and Jeff Barnes.
Third picture is cookies given by Jeff to the West Haven CT Veteran Affairs. Cookies were also
given to Jerry Augustine to hand out.
Here are some members who got together to watch the Dayton 500.

STUFF FOR SALE

If you have stuff to sell you can e-mail me at Junietoons@AOL.com
3/14 FOR SALE 350(400ci) engine $100 / $200 with engine stand.
(Came out of a 74 El Camino)

Call Rich 860 713-1854
2/1 FOR SALE ‘35 Ford Pickup, with Chassis Engineering Frame, brand new bed, 2 sets of fenders, steel or
fiberglass, and new firewall, new front end.

Call Armand
12/1 FOR SALE '41 Willys pick-up Gasser.
New 350-350. $27,500.00

203-631-2762

$10,000

12/1 FOR SALE 1975 OLDS CUTLASS

13k-B.O

Call or text for either vehicle
One owner, brand new tires, 106k miles Swivel buckets, NO RUST!
860-347-2600 or Gasser41@att.net
12/1 FOR SALE Model "A" four-cylinder block with accessories. Great condition. 327 Chevy block and parts.
Also, great condition. Reasonable!
Call Jack
860 839-3481
12/1 FOR SALE ’47 to’53 Chevy/GM Cab. Colorado rust free. Two bucket seats, Complete dashboard, set of gauges,
complete wire harness. Small electric motor for vent. Both doors have power windows. All glass and rubber good. Floor
carpet w/ insulation. Extra rubber seal door gaskets. Grille GMC. Compete heater assembly w/ new electric motor and
control switch. Tilt steering column from GM Malibu. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,800 OBO

Hearing paired
Please Text Dave
Miller at
203-721-4730

9/21 FOR SALE Chrome Alternator $50, Chrome Valve Covers $75, Chrome Water Pump. . . . . . . . . . . . . .$50.00
Call
203—314-7453

ARE ELECTRIC CARS GOOD IN WINTER SENT IN BY SARAH LAMBERT
One of the most common automotive questions we hear at AAA Northeast is, “Are electric cars good in the
winter?” If you’ve ever left a charged cellphone in your car overnight and been greeted the next morning with a
dead phone, you’ll understand the curiosity. And yes, just like the lithium-ion battery in your cellphone, cold
temperatures can also take a toll on the lithium-ion battery in electric cars.
Does this mean electric cars can’t survive a cold Northeast winter? Not so fast. The drop in performance may
not even be noticeable depending on your driving habits, and there are several ways to work around any lost
output simply by planning ahead.
HOW WINTER WEATHER AFFECTS ELECTRIC CARS
Before we delve into the why, let’s first investigate how electric cars are impacted by winter weather. Though
there may be some concerns over how these cars perform on wintry roads (we’ll get to that in a bit), the main
issue is that cold temperatures reduce the distance an electric car can travel on a full charge, known as its driving
range.
Although today’s electric cars boast driving ranges up to 500 miles, the lack of charging infrastructure throughout
the country has made range anxiety one of the primary concerns of potential EV customers. A reduction in
driving range, therefore, is no small issue. But how much of a performance drop does cold weather have on
electric car batteries? Most research shows a double-digit percentage decline, although the precise number
varies considerably. Research by AAA found the average electric vehicle’s driving range decreases by 41%
when the outside temperature dips to 20 degrees and the car’s HVAC system is on. The Norway Automobile
Association, meanwhile, found driving range drops only 20% in winter conditions.
WHY WINTER WEATHER AFFECTS ELECTRIC CARS
Electric car batteries are hampered by winter weather in two ways. First off, cold temperatures create resistance
against the battery’s chemical reactions, slowing down the energy-producing process.
But mainly, the increased demand of operating in cold temperatures takes the greatest toll. Driving a vehicle in
frigid weather requires more power, particularly when it comes to keeping the car warm. In a gas-powered car,
the engine creates heat, which can be redirected into the cabin when it’s cold outside. Without an engine, most
electric cars depend on their batteries to power energy-intensive resistance heaters (although some models now
use more efficient heat-pump style heaters).
The winter season brings plenty of other, not-so-obvious power demands. Less daylight requires headlights to
run longer, for example, and lower temperatures can lead to more condensation on a car’s glass that will call for
defogging. More power going to other parts of the car means less power going to the motor.
ARE ELECTRIC CARS GOOD IN THE SNOW?
Acclimating to frigid temperatures is just one aspect of winter-weather driving. The other is navigating snowand ice-covered roads.
Once upon a time, electric vehicles had reputations as less-powerful cars that you didn’t want to take out on
anything but a pristine strip of pavement. Those days are long gone. After all, there are now fully electric pickup
trucks on the market. In fact, because their batteries are usually located under the floor, electric cars generally
have a lower center of gravity than gas-powered vehicles, which can result in better handling.
“Electric vehicle owners I have talked with have told me that their electrics handle winter easily,” said John Paul,
AAA Northeast’s Car Doctor. “This is the same experience I’ve had during my new car evaluations. The
Chevrolet Bolt, for example, is front-wheel drive and I found the traction typical or maybe even slightly better
than a conventional gasoline car of the same size.”
Paul also evaluated the Ford Mustang Mach-E in winter weather conditions and found the optional all-wheeldrive system performed extremely well.
WINTER WEATHER WORKAROUNDS
There are several easy steps to take to improve your electric car driving experience in the winter.

Don’t Let the Battery Charge Drop Too Low – An electric car reserves about 15%-20% of its charge capacity to
heat the battery itself. Make sure you’re well above that level before heading out.
It’s a good idea to preheat the vehicle while it’s still being charged. Many electric cars have a remote
preconditioning feature that heats both the interior and the battery while the vehicle is plugged in, thus preserving
battery capacity. Be Smart With the Heat – Warming an electric car is a significant drain on its battery, so use
the heat efficiently. It may seem logical to heat the entire cabin, but that could waste energy, especially if you’re
driving alone. If the vehicle has heated seats and steering wheels, stick to those to use less electricity. “Some
electric vehicle owners tell me they use only minimal heat and have better luck extending the vehicle range using
the seat heater, and dressing a bit warmer,” Paul said. Preconditioning the cabin when the car is plugged in and
charging is another way to get into a warm car while maximizing battery range.
Park in a Garage – Batteries perform best in moderate temperatures. Keeping your vehicle out of the cold will
allow the battery to charge faster and hold the charge for longer. Also, it takes less energy to keep a car warm
than to get it warm, meaning the battery won’t be taxed raising the cabin’s temperature.
Inflate Your Tires -This should be done by all motorists throughout the year, but it’s particularly important in the
winter. The air in your tires contracts in colder temperatures, causing air pressure to fall. Only with fully
inflated tires will you get the most efficient drive.
Utilize Eco-Mode - Many of today’s electric cars come equipped with an eco-mode, which extends driving
range by limiting the car’s energy consumption.
Switch to Winter Tires - If you’re still concerned about driving through snow and ice, Paul suggests focusing
less on your car’s source of power and more on the part of your vehicle that touches the ground. “Just like with
any vehicle, your winter weather driving experience can be improved immensely with the addition of four winter
tires,” he said.
SO, ARE ELECTRIC CARS GOOD IN WINTER?
What we need and want from our car varies from person to person. That said, AAA advises drivers not to give
electric cars the cold shoulder solely because of any winter struggles. At worst, driving them this time of year
simply requires a touch more planning.
It’s also easy to forget the lead batteries found in gas-powered vehicles are impacted by cold weather, as
well. Yet you wouldn’t avoid your car in the winter out of fear the battery won’t start. (Nor should you – without
driving regularly, your car battery won’t maintain a full charge.)
Furthermore, technology is continually improving, making battery capacity and driving range less of a
concern. Some electric car companies, for example, are now using heat pump systems that require less
energy.
And finally, Paul reminds us that the drop in driving range doesn’t occur with the flip of a switch. “Yes, range
changes in the winter, but just like the temperature, it changes gradually. As the outside temperature drops
from summer temps in the 80s to fall temperatures in 50s and winter temps in the 20s, you get acclimated to
the change in range.”
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